
Friends
 and 

  friendship



The plan of the 
lesson1.Proverbs and quotations about friendship

2.Questionnaire
3.Make up dialogues
4.Presentations
5.Summary 
6.Homework



Proverbs and 
quotations

A man is known... is to be one
Money can`t... Is the medicine of life
A true friend... 
The only  way to have a friend... 

are best
Is a friend indeed

Old friends... all for one

A friend in need... slower in changing

One for all... buy friendship

Be slow in choosing a friend...
by the company he keepsNothing is so dangerous...

as an ignorant friend 



Work in groups. Read what people 
said about friendship centuries 
ago, and not so long ago.
Choose one saying you like best 
and explain what it means for you.



Look at the pictures below. Guess what has 
happened.Choose one of the pictures. Make up a 
dialogue and act it out with your class-mate



Questionnaire
Are you a good friend?

1.I can keep up a conversation only when its theme is interesting to me.

2.I  would rather speak to my friend else than listen.

3.I don’t care whether I am listened to.

4.I like to argue. 

5.I don`t care what my friend thinks of me.

6.I keep on insisting of my view even if I am wrong.

7.It is not important to me whether the theme of the conversation is 
interesting to my friend or not.

8.I can never imagine myself in my friend`s place.
9.If the conversation is not interesting to me, I can interrupt my friend .

Answers: “Yes”-0
                 “No”-1



With friend you have a lot of fun.
A friend will never let you down.
You’ll tell your secrets to your friend,
And he will always understand.

A friend is always there for you,
And you can talk your problems through
And now the most important thing,
He’ll be with you through thick and thin.

But if your friend just wants some fun
And when you need him-lets you down
And doesn’t give a helping hand,
That is a fair-weather friend.

He’ll stand by you to the end –
And then you call that one your friend.


